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suppose there is a user who actively spend time on your videos and you want to

show some love towards them you can simply send a diamond to them and

express that you value them very much this is how the coins are working on tiktok 

well tiktok coins are nothing but virtual money that you can spend to buy other

virtual items such as diamonds and other resources on tiktok it s similar like we

buy gems on various games like clash of clans you ll spend your real money there

are free methods also to buy coins using your google play account and then you

can spend those coins to buy tiktok resources you can then gift those resources to

other users on tiktok as a form of appreciation or love 

unlike with youtube where you sell space on your videos and channel page for

advertising at a rate decided by google tiktok does not yet compensate most of its

users for running ads on their posted photos as such tiktok influencers and brands
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don t have an intermediary or any set rates if they choose to work together brands

make deals with influencers and prices can vary markedly depending on the

circumstances however one thing is consistent in nearly all cases influencers get

paid more if they have both a high engagement rate as well as a high number of

followers brands have learned that you can easily buy followers who are of no

practical value to anybody hence they are far more interested in you having

genuine followers those who interact with your posts 

obviously the higher your engagement rate the more successful brands will

consider you and the higher they will be willing to pay it is difficult to find overall

engagement rates for tiktok all the published ones appear to wrongly equate

engagement with the percentage of people opening the app once a day however

like most social media networks you can calculate your individual tiktok

engagement with the following formula number of hearts number of comments

number of followers x100 you can calculate this either for a single post or overall

we suggest that you add together the figures for your last 20 posts when you make

this calculation overall 

examples of the emoticons which can be bought by tiktok livestream viewers are

the panda for 5 coins italian hand 5 love bang 25 sun cream 50 rainbow puke 100

concert 500 i m very rich 1 000 and drama queen 5 000 
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